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Focus on regulation of access services 
between legacy networks and new entrants
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Services contributed financially to network (roll-out) costs
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Presentation Notes
Fixed Services started with oral communications services. We remember that telegraphy has a long history, when people sent messages orally or per signs to other people, later electronically transmission became the transmission technology. It took another 50 years until voice telephony came up. In the twenties of the last century, telex and later Fax became essential communication tools. 1991 the internet started and finally 1999 MPLS opened the way to all IP networks. At that time different network technologies built the basis of different fixed services. By introducing 1G (C net) network services in 1980 mobile networks began to rise. In a 10 years interval new technologies came into the market. With LTE in 2010 network operators became able to deliver quality of services and bandwidths, which people experienced in fixed networks until then. In Austria our NRA was the first NRA who decided stationary mobile services (Cubes) to be substitutional for fixed networks services (in consumer segments but not in business segments). Beside the fixed/mobile network evolution the internet came up and became stronger, faster, more diverse; when in the beginning more and more people got access to the internet with very limited content, it is the content which triggered more creation, ideas, services and usage. Today we talk about every person and furthermore each thing to be connected via the internet.Network operators received a reasonably equal financial share. The system showed a balance between network costs and services income. Network Operators received a reasonable equal financial share.1998 Deregulation of TelecommunicationFull regulation of fixed networksAccess and interconnectionVoice Termination & Origination (symmetrical)ULLLeased linesLimited regulation of mobile networksInterconnectionTermination rates (asymmetrical)Reasonable prices for origination rates and SMS-interconnectionEU-regulations on roamingNo regulation of the InternetNo access or interconnection obligations



Enhanced user experience and quality of 
service is key to consumers. 
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 Politics require full network coverage and impose huge roll-out 
obligations on 5G networks.

 EU regulations are degrading network operators to bit pipes for 
OTTs.

 Net neutrality /open Internet rules as applied today limit service 
offerings.
 Strictly regulated network operators suffer from huge investments in 

network roll-out on the one hand and restrictive Internet regulations on 
the other hand.

 Unregulated OTTs from overseas make the big money.

 Privacy regulations limit use of data.
 Use of personal data is extremely restricted.
 Europe loses ground against USA and Asia (first judgments from DPAs 

in Europe go against small European players BUT NOT against OTTs).

Convergency of fixed and mobile networks – rise of OTTs
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Presentation Notes
later but still until today fixed and mobile network grew and grow together and convergence of fixed and mobile networks became the new buzzword. More and more services and more and more high-end devices of the users increased their demand in higher bandwidths. Bundling all resources of networks was the answer. From a users perspective technology which gives access to the services became more and more secondary, the good experience is important; mobility today is very important, customers want to get content at home, at work but also when the travel, or even when they are at home. Regulation struggles with the development showed before, network operators face very tough political demands requiring full network coverage, accompanied with huge rollout obligations on 5G networks in terms of quality of service. Net Neutrality Regulation (now we have to name it Rules for open internet) does in fact limit service offerings by network operators. Regulation itself contributes more and more to the gap between network operators possibility to render services, regulation caps and operators being part of innovation. The outcome is no level playing field with more or less unregulated OTTs from overseas, who can make the big money. Even GDPR, whereas one of the key drivers of GDPR was bringing a level playing field in the market; does not bring the intended effect. Look at the first rulings of European Data Protection Authorities: local companies are fined but not the big players. Google has been fined for 50 Mio Euro, the Austrian Post Services Operator got a fine of 18 Mio Euro.OTT-Services are provided independently from network operators. System gets out of balance. Network operators have to stem huge investments in networks, over which OTT services are provided without any contribution to network investments. Network Operators lose ground by not being able to play on the same level with OTT service operators. 
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Any specialized service shall not be allowed unless the 
network capacity is sufficient to provide the specialized 
service in addition to any (best effort!) Internet Access 
Service (IAS).

 5G lays the ground for Specialised Services. But:
 BEREC introduces discrimination obligation
 IAS overrules any other service. 
 IAS has to be treated preferentially in cases of conflicts.

 5G allows for network based restrictions
 BEREC only allows for application-agnostic network 

restrictions or end point-based blocking restrictions
 BEREC further intervenes in end user tariff regulation
 Tariffs shall be application agnostic

BEREC wrongly interprets the Regulations 
on Open Internet Access

5G: One
network for
everything.
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5G – the network for everything will be key for society welfare and economical success. Network operators will have to invest in networks without having business cases by themselves. With 4G the industry dod not earn much money, in fact turnovers of mobile operators decreased. 2019 3Austria transported 35k times more data volume than in 2005 but has no increase of turnover by mobile services.Network operators will have to manage their 5G network differently to todays networks.Many networks and network layers will build the whole operators network performance. When we look to regulation, especially net neutrality regulation we see some gaps. Best effort internet shall be the one and all-primary focus. Any specialized service shall not be allowed unless the network capacity is sufficient to provide the specialized service in addition to any best effort internet access service.Now, 5G lays the ground for Specialized Services. NN regulation including BEREC Guidelines introduce discrimination obligation as IAS overrules any other service, but even more: IAS has to be treated preferentially in case of conflicts. Indeed BEREC Guidelines eliminate all other services than Internet Access Service;5G allows for network-based restrictions; but: BEREC only allows for application agnostic network restrictions or end point based blocking restrictions.Rules for zero rating have an end user tariff price regulation effect. No at the latest the system gets out of balance



Regulation is still triggered by the past
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Shift from ex ante to ex post regulation would help innovation capabilities of sector
and achieving level playing field.
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the approach of regulation in Europe of ex ante rules does not fit anymore. When we look into the past, we see that regulation always is triggered by the past by looking back to technologies and their role in network management, user experience, but also their role in society developments and trends. This worked as long as we had the different technologies with very limited usage/applications but changed at the time internet emerged and definitely, when ALL IP became the big universe. Since then we experienced a huge gap between technology shifts by network operators on the one hand and yearly massively increasing demands for data volumes, massively emerging services and content in the internet needing networks services on the other hand.A shift from ex ante to ex post regulation and massively deregulation of the sector would help the sector to take part of innovation and thereby achieving level playing field. this brings me to the end and to a wishlist towards BEREC (there will be Christmas in 2 weeks): ex post instead of ex ante regulation  No regulation of end user services: Network operators shall be free to provide any service in the quality they would like to offer. All services provided by network operators over their networks are regarded as being equal:Application of a non-discrimination rule on services. No unique position for IAS. Allowance of service specific quality of service parameters by a service (not an application only) agnostic regulation and giving the operators the freedom to operate QoS parameters to the customer not being restricted by the location of the network termination point.Service agnostic regulation.Allowance of QoS parameter implemented and operated by the network operator in the network and not provided after the NTP and operated by end users. 
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